A factor u of a word w is a cover of w if every position in w lies within some occurrence of u in w. A factor u is a seed of w if it is a cover of a superstring of w. Covers and seeds extend the classical notions of periodicity. We introduce a new notion of α-partial seed, that is, a factor covering as a seed at least α positions in a given word. We use the Cover Suffix Tree, recently introduced in the context of α-partial covers (Kociumaka et al., Algorithmica, 2015); an O(n log n)-time algorithm constructing such a tree is known. However, it appears that partial seeds are more complicated than partial covers-our algorithms require algebraic manipulations of special functions related to edges of the modified Cover Suffix Tree and the border array. We present a procedure for computing shortest α-partial seeds that works in O(n) time if the Cover Suffix Tree is already given. This is a full version, which includes all the proofs, of a paper that appeared at CPM 2014 [1].
Introduction
Periodicity in words is a fundamental topic in combinatorics on words and string algorithms (see, e.g., [2] ). The concept of quasiperiodicity generalizes the notion of periodicity [3] , and it allows detecting repetitive structure of words which cannot be found using the classic characterizations of periods. Several types of quasiperiods have been introduced; each of them reveals slightly different kind of repetitive structures.
The best-known type of quasiperiodicity is the cover of a word. A factor u of a word w is said to be a cover of w if every position in w lies within some occurrence of u in w; we also say that w is covered by u. An extension of the notion of a cover is that of a seed. In this case, the positions considered to be covered by a factor u also include those within overhanging occurrences of u. Equivalently, a factor u is a seed of w if and only if w is a factor of a word y covered by u.
Several efficient algorithms for computation of covers and seeds have been developed since the introduction of these notions in early 1990s. The first one, by Apostolico et al. [4] , is a linear-time procedure finding the shortest cover of a word. Moore and Smyth [5, 6] showed that all covers can be determined in the same time complexity. Linear-time algorithms providing yet more complete characterizations of covers by so-called cover arrays were given in [7, 8] . Seeds were introduced by Iliopoulos, Moore, and Park [9] , who presented an O(n log n)-time algorithm identifying those factors. This result was much later improved by Kociumaka et al. [10] , who gave a complex linear-time algorithm.
Even though quasiperiodicities give much more flexibility than the classic periodic structures, it remains unlikely that an arbitrary word has a cover or a seed other than the whole word itself. Due to this reason, relaxed variants of quasiperiodicity have been introduced. One of the ideas, resulting in the notions of approximate covers [11] and approximate seeds [12] , is to require that each position lies within an approximate occurrence of the corresponding quasiperiod. Another approach, introduced recently in [13] , yields the notion of partial covers-factors required to cover a certain number of positions of a word. Partial covers generalize the earlier notion of enhanced covers [14] , which are additionally required to be borders (both prefixes and suffixes) of the word. In this paper, we extend the ideas behind partial covers and introduce the concept of a partial seed.
The cover index C(u, w) of a factor u in a word w has been defined in [13] as the number of positions in w covered by (full) occurrences of u in w. The word u is called an α-partial cover of w if C(u, w) ≥ α.
We call a non-empty prefix of w that is also a proper suffix of u a left-overhanging occurrence of u in w. Symmetrically, a non-empty suffix of w which is a proper prefix of u is called a right-overhanging occurrence. The seed index of u in w, denoted as S(u, w), is the number of positions in w covered by full, left-overhanging, or right-overhanging occurrences of u in w. We say that u is an α-partial seed of w if S(u, w) ≥ α. If the word w is clear from the context, we use the simpler notation C(u) and S(u) instead of C(u, w) and S(u, w), respectively. The word abaa is a 12-partial seed of w; it has four overhanging occurrences and two full occurrences. Note that a is the shortest 12-partial seed of w.
We study the following two related problems:
PartialSeeds
Input: a word w of length n and a positive integer α ≤ n Output: all shortest factors u such that S(u, w) ≥ α
LimitedLengthPartialSeeds
Input: a word w of length n and an interval [ , r] Output: a factor u, |u| ∈ [ , r], which maximizes S(u, w)
In [13] a data structure called the Cover Suffix Tree and denoted by CST (w) was introduced. For a word w of length n the size of CST (w) is O(n) and the construction time is O(n log n).
Our results. In this article, we extend the Cover Suffix Tree to support queries concerning partial seeds. Theorem 2. Given CST (w), the LimitedLengthPartialSeeds problem can be solved in O(n) time.
By applying binary search, Theorem 2 implies an O(n log n)-time solution to the PartialSeeds problem. However, the running time can be improved to O(n), provided that CST (w) is given in advance. Our solution for the PartialSeeds problem can also recover all the shortest factors u of w that satisfy the condition S(u, w) ≥ α.
Structure of the paper. In Section 2, we introduce basic notation related to words and suffix trees, and we recall the Cover Suffix Tree (CST ). Next, in Section 3, we extend CST to obtain its counterpart suitable for computation of partial seeds, which we call the Seed Suffix Tree (SST ). In Section 4, we introduce two abstract problems formulated in terms of simple functions which encapsulate the intrinsic difficulty of the PartialSeeds and LimitedLengthPartialSeeds problems. Solutions to these problems, presented in the following Section 5, essentially constitute the most involved part of our contribution. We summarize our results in the Conclusions section.
Preliminaries
Let us fix a word w of length |w| = n over a totally ordered alphabet Σ. We assume that the letters of w are numbered from 1 to n. By w[i . . j] we denote a factor of w being a subsequence of letters of w starting at the position i and ending at the position j. For a factor v of w, by Occ(v) we denote the set of positions where occurrences of v in w start. By first(v) and last(v) we denote min Occ(v) and max Occ(v), i.e., the positions of the leftmost and the rightmost occurrence of v in w, respectively.
Factors w[1 .
. i] are called prefixes of w, and factors w[i . . n] are called suffixes of w. Words shorter than w that are both prefixes and suffixes of w are called borders of w. By β(w) we denote the length of the longest border of w. The border array β[1 . . n] and reverse border array β R [1 . . n] of w are defined as follows:
. n]). The arrays β, β R can be constructed in O(n) time [15] .
The suffix tree of w, denoted by ST (w), is the compacted suffix trie of w in which only branching and terminal nodes are stored explicitly, while the remaining nodes are implicit; see [15, 16] . We identify the nodes of ST (w) with the factors of w that they represent. An augmented suffix tree may explicitly represent some additional nodes, called extra nodes. For an explicit node v = ε, we set path
where v 0 = v and v 1 , . . . , v k are the implicit nodes on the path going upwards from v to its nearest explicit ancestor. For example, in the right tree in Fig. 3 
The locus is used to refer the node representing v , irrespective of whether it is explicit or implicit.
The Cover Suffix Tree, introduced in [13] , is an augmented version of a suffix tree. It allows to efficiently compute C(v) for any explicit or implicit node, as shown in the following theorem: Actually, [13] provides explicit formulae for c(v) and ∆(v) in terms of Occ(v). Their form is not important here; the only property that we use in this contribution is the following:
Seed Index and Seed Suffix Tree
The cover index C(v) of any factor v of w can be easily derived from the Cover Suffix Tree CST (w). In order to determine the seed index S(v), we also need to take into account positions covered by leftoverhanging and right-overhanging occurrences of v. The following fact provides a suitable formula based on the border array β and the reverse border array β R ; see also 
Proof. The cover index C(v) counts all positions covered by full occurrences of v. We claim that the remaining positions covered by left-overhanging occurrences are counted by LeftS(v). Let p = first(v) + |v| − 1. Note that w [1 . . p] has v as a suffix and it does not contain any other full occurrence of v. Consequently, β[p] is the length of the longest left-overhanging occurrence of v. This occurrence covers β[p] positions, but, among them, positions greater than or equal to first(v) are already covered by a full occurrence of v. The term RightS(v) has a symmetric interpretation.
The Cover Suffix Tree CST (w) introduces some extra nodes to the suffix tree ST (w) thanks to which the cover index C(v j ) on each edge becomes a linear function:
The formula for the seed index S(v j ) is more complex. However, if we make some further nodes explicit, then S(v j ) becomes a relatively simple function. We call the resulting tree the Seed Suffix Tree, denoted as SST (w); see Fig. 3 .
has O(n) nodes and, together with the border array β and tuples
Hence, by Fact 6: Define
It remains to show that after these transformations it holds that S(v j ) = φ v (r v − j) and the coefficients of φ v can be efficiently computed. Setting
RightS(v) u Thus:
The following observation is a direct consequence of Lemma 7.
Observation 8. Given SST (w) with the locus of a factor u of w, one can compute S(u) in constant time.
Reduction to Two Abstract Problems
Once we have the Seed Suffix Tree SST (w), the LimitedLengthPartialSeeds and PartialSeeds problems can be expressed as relatively simple optimization problems on each edge path(v). Due to the fact that the functions φ v depend on the border array β, we cannot efficiently process each edge independently. Instead, we formulate two abstract problems which involve several queries to be answered off-line.
The following notion encapsulates the property of the border array that we use to solve these problems. We say that an integer array A[1 . . k] is a linear-oscillation array if Problems A1 and A2 stated below clearly express the computational task behind the LimitedLength-PartialSeeds and PartialSeeds problems for a string w whose Seed Suffix Tree SST (w) is given.
Problem A1
Input: a linear-oscillation array B of size n and m pairs (
. n] is a non-empty range; Output: the values
Problem A2
Input: a linear-oscillation array B of size n, a positive integer α, and m pairs (
The following theorems show that indeed the partial seeds problems can be reduced to the two abstract problems. In combination with the results of the following section (Lemmas 17 and 19), they yield the main outcome of our paper: Theorems 2 and 3. Proof. First, we apply Lemma 7 to construct SST (w). We make explicit all nodes corresponding to factors of length − 1 and r. This way, each edge either contains only nodes at tree levels in [ . . r] or none of them. Note that the functions φ v on the subdivided edges stay the same, only the values r v change.
Then, we apply the solution for Problem A1 for B = β with queries asking to determine for each edge path(v) a node v j ∈ path(v) maximizing S(v j ). Lemma 17 lets us accomplish this in O(n) time. Taking a global maximum over all edges containing factors of lengths within [ . . r], we get the sought factor u which maximizes S(u) among all factors of w with |u| ∈ [ . . r]; see Fig. 4 for an example.
Level r Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 10, we start by constructing SST (w) using Lemma 7. The natural next step would be to apply Problem A2 for B = β with a query for each edge. However, the algorithm given by Lemma 19 has an O( i a i ) term in the running time, which would become a bottleneck. As a workaround, we reduce the set of queries in an additional preprocessing step. We say that an edge path(v) is feasible if max{S(v j ) : v j ∈ path(v)} ≥ α, and important if it is feasible and no ancestor edge is feasible. Observe that all shortest α-partial seeds must lie on important edges. Moreover, note that feasible edges can be detected in linear time using Problem A1 (Lemma 17) applied to compute max S(v j ) for each edge path(v) of SST (w) (this time we do not introduce any additional extra nodes). Non-important edges are then filtered out with a single scan of the tree.
Next, we solve Problem A2 with B = β and a query for each important edge path(v). Since a v ≤ |Occ(v)| and no important edge is an ancestor of the other, we have v a v ≤ v |Occ(v)| ≤ n for these edges, which means that the algorithm of Lemma 19 runs in O(n) time.
For each edge, we get a single candidate for the shortest α-partial seed. We return the shortest among them as our final answer; see Fig. 5 for an example. 
Solutions to Two Abstract Problems
Before we proceed with solutions to Problems A1 and A2, we introduce a few auxiliary definitions and lemmas. For a set X ⊆ Z and an integer x ∈ Z, we define pred(x, X) = max{y ∈ X : y ≤ x}, succ(x, X) = min{y ∈ X : y ≥ x}, and rank(x, X) = |{y ∈ X : y ≤ x}|. Proof. We reduce the problem to the decremental predecessor problem of maintaining a set A ⊆ [1 . . n], initially equal to [1 . . n], subject to two operations:
• compute succ(x, A) and pred(x, A).
Note that the decremental predecessor problem can be solved using a variant of the Union-Find data structure, where the universe [1 . . n] is always partitioned into intervals. (Here, indices i and i are in the same class if and only if pred(i, A) = pred(i , A).) Gabow and Tarjan [17] presented an on-line solution of this variant, which processes any sequence of m operations in O(n + m) time in total.
We maintain A = Y ≥k for increasing values of k. For each value, we first answer queries with k j = k and then remove from A all indices i such that Y [i] = k. We sort both queries and entries of Y before, so that we handle only values k, for which there is a query with k = k j or an entry with Y [i] = k. Since these values are integers of magnitude O(n), sorting takes O(n + m) time, and the main part of the algorithm, using the data structure for decremental predecessor queries, also takes O(n + m) time.
Lemma 13. Assume we are given a family {X a ⊆ [1 . . n] : a ∈ [1 . . n]} of sets of total size O(n) and functions ψ a : [1 . . n] → Z, each computable in constant time. Given m pairs (a j , R j ) or m triplets (a j , β j , R j ), where a j ∈ [1 . . n], R j ⊆ [1 . . n] is an interval, and β j ∈ Z, we can compute
Proof. For each a ∈ [1 . . n], we construct an array T a of size |X a | which stores values ψ a (x) for all x ∈ X a in the increasing order of x. Then for x ∈ X a we have ψ a (x) = T a [rank(x, X a )]. Each range R j = ( j . . r j ] is translated to a range R j = (rank( j , X aj ) . . rank(r j , X aj )].
This can be done in O(n + m) time due to the following claim:
Proof (of the claim). We store an array counter[a], a ∈ [1 . . n]. Initially the array contains only zeros. For each x ∈ [1 .
. n], we increment counter[a] for all a ∈ [1 .
. n] such that x ∈ X a . Thus, just after processing x, counter[a] becomes rank(x, X a ). This way we can answer queries provided that we previously sort them by y j . Now, the original queries reduce to queries concerning R j for T a . Queries of the first type become range minimum queries (and thus can be answered on-line in constant time after linear-time preprocessing; see [18, 19] ), while queries of the second type become the successor (succ) queries considered in Lemma 12 for Y = T a and k j = β j . Since the values in T a are not necessarily of magnitude O(|X a |), we need to simultaneously process all arrays T a , jointly sorting entries and queries. Otherwise, the algorithm of Lemma 12 remains unchanged.
The following simple result is the reason behind the linear-oscillation assumption in both problems. 
Solution for Problem A1
First, we solve the following simplified version of Problem A1: Proof. Recall the sets F a defined in Observation 15. Note that x i ∈ F ai or x i = r i . Indeed, if x / ∈ F ai and x = r i , then x + 1 ∈ R i and
Consequently, it is enough to compute
By Lemma 13, the values x i can be computed in O(n + m) time. We then have x i ∈ {x i , r i }, and it is easy to check in constant time which of the two candidates x i actually is.
Our solution to Problem A1 uses Lemma 16 as a black box:
Observe that every
Consequently,
. We apply Lemma 16, which yields an O(n + m)-time algorithm. This way we find:
We must have x i ∈ {x i , y i }, and it is easy to check in constant time which of the two candidates x i is. The missing step of the algorithm is how to determine the values y i . We claim that they can be computed off-line in O(n + m) time. First, we shall compute
using Lemma 12. Then y i can be expressed as max(y i , i ).
Solution for Problem A2
Like before, we start with a simplified version of the problem:
Problem B2
Input: a linear-oscillation array B of size n and m triples (
. n] is a range; Output: the values Proof. Before we proceed with the algorithm, let us prove a few properties of the sought values x i (provided that x i = ∞). Let us recall the sets F a from Observation 15 and define ranges R i = ( i . . r i ] where r i = min(r i , succ(x i , F ai )), and i = max( i , pred(x i − 1, F ai )).
As noted in the proof of Lemma 16, we have
These values can be computed off-line in O(n + m) time by Lemma 13. Observe that x i = ∞ if and only if φ i (x i ) < α i , which is easy to detect. Hence, we may already assume that x i = ∞, which means that r i is well defined and equal to x i . Now, the value i can be easily computed due to the fact that i = max( i , pred(r i − 1, F ai ))
Once we have the interval R i , we can exploit monotonicity of φ i to determine the value x i in O(log |R i |) time using binary search. However, this might be too slow if |R i | is large. Therefore, in the construction above we shall replace sets F a with sets G a defined as G a = F a ∪ {x ∈ [1 . . n] : x mod 2 a = 0} so that we can guarantee that |R i | ≤ 2 ai . Observation 15 and the fact that Also, note that simple arithmetics can be used to compute pred(x, G a ) and succ(x, G a ) based on pred(x, F a ) and succ(x, F a ). Thus, the sets G a can indeed be used instead of F a without any slowdown. The total running time then becomes O(n + m + i log |R i |) = O(n + m + i a i ).
Next, we solve Problem A2 using a simple reduction to Problem B2. Lemma 19. Problem A2 can be solved in O(n + m + i a i ) time.
Proof. We set α i = α − b i and let y i = αi−ci ai . For a i = 0, we set y i = ∞ if c i < α i and y i = −∞ otherwise. Note that for x ∈ R i such that x < y i , we have a i x + c i < α i , so φ i (x) < α. Therefore x i ≥ y i . On the other hand, if x ≥ y i , then a i x + c i ≥ α i , so φ i (x) ≥ α if and only if a i x + B[x] ≥ α i . Consequently, it suffices to solve Problem B2 with R i = R i ∩ [y i . . ∞).
Conclusions
We introduced a notion of approximate quasiperiodicity called partial seed. To compute partial seeds in a word, we applied an augmented version of the suffix tree based on a similar data structure that was designed for previously studied partial covers. It allows computation of partial seeds in O(n log n) time (more precisely, in O(n) time plus the construction time of the data structure for partial covers).
An interesting open question is whether one can compute the shortest α-partial seed for each α ∈ [1 .
. n] faster than applying Theorem 3 for each α (which works in O(n 2 ) time). An analogous problem for partial covers is known to have a non-trivial O(n log n)-time solution [13] .
